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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the knowledge regarding how user-centred design can be built in ceramic consumer products. The paper gives the general overview of ceramics, computer-aided design and its application in ceramic product development. It also illuminates on product emotion, its influence on consumers’ behaviour and how it can be integrated into new product conceptualization. Furthermore, the paper analysed the systematic approach in building user-centred design in new product and also reveals how CAD can be used to achieve a user-centred design. In order to test the viability of CAD in achieving user-centred design, a study was performed where a CAD-model of a multi-functional ceramic pot was created and a questionnaire with the image (CAD model) and eight emotions was given to participants so as to know their emotional responses toward the product. The result from the study reveals the viability of computer aided design as tool for building user-centred design in consumer ceramics’ product development.
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INTRODUCTION

According to Chapman (2009), an approach to sustainable user-centred design reduces the consumption and waste of natural resources by increasing the resilience of relationships established between consumer and product. Research by Boatwright and Cagan (2010) revealed that people pay for products that address their emotional needs in all types of businesses. Therefore, product emotion is critical to the long-term success of any product that
customers interact with directly or indirectly. In other words, engaging emotion as a partner to technology will deliver the next market place products that will captivate customers.

Although, collaborations between manufacturers and supplies are becoming increasingly more usual, it is still far from common for the customer to be considered as a fundamental participant in the collaborative design chain (Camarinha-Matos et al., 1999). The different types of customers that will filter the product throughout its life cycle are stakeholders in the process and should be given preferences from the very earliest design stages. Therefore, this paper investigates the knowledge regarding how user-centre design can be built in ceramic consumer products. It reveals how CAD can be used to achieve a user-centred design and also test the viability of CAD in achieving this by performing a study where a CAD-model of a multi-functional ceramic pot was created and a questionnaire with the image (CAD model) and eight emotions was given to participants so as to know their emotional responses toward the product. The result from the study reveals the viability of computer aided design as tool for building user-centred design in consumer ceramics’ product development.

CERAMICS OVERVIEW

Ceramics is the art and science of making useful products for man from inorganic, non-metallic materials by the action of heat and subsequent cooling (CTIOA, 2011). It can also be defined as heat-resistant, non-metallic, inorganic solids that are generally made up of compounds from metallic and non-metallic elements. Although different types of ceramics can have very different properties, in general ceramics are corrosion-resistant and hard, but brittle. Most ceramics are also good insulators and can withstand high temperatures. These properties have led to their use in virtually every aspect of modern life.

The two main categories of ceramics are traditional and advanced ceramics. Traditional ceramics are produced from materials that are obtained from common, naturally occurring raw materials such as clay minerals and quartz sand (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2012). Traditional ceramics include objects made from clay and cements that have been hardened by heating at high temperatures. These include dishes, crockery, flowerpots and roof and wall tiles. Advanced ceramics includes carbides, oxides, nitrides and many other materials including the mixed oxide ceramics that can act as superconductors. Advanced ceramics requires modern processing techniques, and the development of these techniques has led to advances in medicines and engineering. Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the difference and relationship between traditional and advance ceramics.

The overlapping relationship between traditional and advance ceramics results in the three classifications of ceramic product. These include; artistic ceramics, consumer ceramic products and engineering ceramics. Artistic ceramics are creative ceramic pieces which are aesthetically pleasing; they focus more on the aesthetic values and less on functionality. They are concerned with the beauty, art and the perception of the final output product and the objectives is to create new concept and direction. Some of the factors that are considered in artistic ceramics production are perception, culture and product emotion of the customer. Examples of artistic ceramics include pottery wares, sculptural piece etc. Consumer products in ceramics are ceramic products produced meanly for personal or household use. The products focus on both the functionality and aesthetic values and the objectives are to solve problems, meet need and also create new innovations. The product includes some household utensils and fittings such as sanitary wares, kitchen wares, table wares, etc. Engineering ceramics is the science and technology of creating objects from inorganic, non-metallic materials. This is done either by the action of heat, or at lower temperature using precipitation reactions from high purity chemical solutions. The term includes the purification of raw materials, the study and production of the chemi-
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